Abstract. The subset sum problem, also referred as SSP, is a NP-Hard computational problem. SSP has its applications in broad domains like cryptography, number theory, operation research and complexity theory. The most famous algorithm for solving SSP is Backtracking Algorithm which has exponential time complexity. Therefore, our goal is to design and develop better alternate enumeration techniques for faster generation of SSP solutions. Given the set of first n natural numbers which is denoted by Xn and a target sum S, we propose various alternate enumeration techniques which find all the subsets of Xn that add up to sum S. In this paper, we present the mathematics behind this exponential problem. We analyze the distribution of power set of Xn and present formulas which show definite patterns and relations among these subsets. We introduce three major distributions for power set of Xn: Sum Distribution, Length-Sum Distribution and Element Distribution. These distributions are prepossessing procedures for various alternate enumeration techniques for solving SSP. We propose novel algorithms: Subset Generation using Sum Distribution, Subset Generation using Length-Sum Distribution, Basic Bucket Algorithm, Maximum and Minimum Frequency Driven Bucket Algorithms and Local Search using Maximal and Minimal Subsets for enumerating SSP. We compare the performance of these approaches against the traditional backtracking algorithm. The efficiency and effectiveness of these algorithms are presented with the help of these experimental results. Furthermore, we studied the over solution set of subsets generated by various algorithms to get the complete solution for subset sum problem. Finally, we present a conjecture about upper bound on the number of subsets that has to be enumerated to get all solutions for Subset Sum Problem.
Introduction
In SSP, we consider a set of n positive integers stored in set X and a target sum S. X = {x 1 , x 2 . . . x n }. Traditionally, there are two definitions for SSP which are described below:
1. Version 1: Given a set X containing positive integers and a target sum S, is there a subset which sum upto S? This is a NP-Complete problem. For example, given X = {5, 4, 9, 11} and S = 9, the solution to this problem is true. There are many ways to solve this problem and it depends on the size and values of X and S. The brute force algorithm iterates through all possibilities and takes O(2 n × n) time for execution. For smaller size and values of X and S, SSP can be solved in polynomial time by using dynamic programming with time complexity O(n × S) [19] . 2. Version 2: Given a set X containing positive integers and a target sum S, find a subset which can sum up to S. This is a NP-Hard problem. For X = {5, 4, 9, 11} and S = 9, the solution to above problem is either {5, 4} or {9}. This is a exponential time taking problem which can be solved in O(2 n × n) time by using brute force. This method requires O(n) storage space to store the required result. This version of SSP does not have any known polynomial time algorithm.
In this paper, we extend the traditional SSP (Version 2) and design various alternate enumeration techniques. Instead of finding one subset with target sum, we find all possible solutions of SSP. Therefore, for X = {5, 4, 9, 11} and S = 9, solutions to our version of SSP are {5, 4} and {9}. We further confine and refine our problem domain by considering first n natural numbers as set X. There are many advantages for selecting this problem domain. It simplifies the problem statement, avoids duplication and since sum of first n natural number is n(n+1) 2
, by selecting X = {1, 2 . . . n} we restrict target sum between 1 and
]. The efforts to solve Subset Sum Problem are required to get subset queries in relational databases [18] . Before describing the formulation of our problem in detail we explore the research work conducted in field of SSP.
Related Work
The Subset Sum Problem has been studied very widely. It has a standard O(nu) pseudo-polynomial time dynamic programming algorithm [17] which is taught in elementary algorithms class. Additionally, there are a number of other algorithms in the literature, including an FPTAS [10] , an exact algorithm with space and time trade offs [1] , a polynomial time algorithm for most low density sums [14] , and a number of more specialized pseudo-polynomial time algorithms with various properties [12] [5] [15] [13] .
There is also another variant of Subset Sum Problem which allows the elements in X to be used any number of times in the sums. Overall, dynamic programming is expected to be most efficient for very dense instances, while backtracking is expected to be most efficient for sparse instances of Subset Sum Problem. In different versions of the SSP, the input set may or may not contain duplicate values, and the problem can also be expressed as an optimization problem.
In [11] , the authors have introduced a new faster pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for the Subset Sum problem to decide if there exists a subset of a given set S whose elements sum to a target number t. Their proposed algorithm runs in O( √ nt) time, where n is the size of set S. Their approach is based on a fast Minkowski sum calculation that exploits the structure of subset sums of small intervals.
Despite the apparent simplicity of the problem statement, to date there has been modest progress on exact algorithms [4] for Subset Sum Problem. Indeed, from a worst-case performance perspective the fastest known algorithm runs in O(2 n 2 ) time and dates to the 1974 work of Horowitz and Sahni [9] . Improving the worst-case running time is a well-established open problem [20] .
In [2] , the authors present a randomized algorithm. They consider positive integers and a target sum but instead of fidning all subsets of target sum, the solution is bounded by B concentration. The main result of this algorithm is that all instances without strong additive structure (without exponential concentration of sums) can be solved faster than the Horowitz-Sahni time bound O(2 n 2 ) [9] . They have also shown a quantitative claim to show or prove it. Complexity of this randomized algorithms is O(2 0.3399n B 4 ). Beier and Vocking [3] presented an expected polynomial time algorithm for solving random knapsack instances. Knapsack and subset sum have similarities, but the random instances considered there are quite different from ours, and this leads to the development of quite a different approach. Subset sum problem is also closely related to the classical number theory study of determining partitions. In [8] Hardy and Wright provide generating functions but is limited due to lack of computational scheme for generating such partitions. A survey of algorithms for the different variations of the knapsack problem is given in [3] . Much of the early work in the knapsack problem was done by Gilmore and Gomory [6] [7] .
However, there is very little work done on enumeration techniques for subset sum problem, which we addressed in this work. We have developed different algorithms for alternate enumerations techniques for subset sum problem and have compared their performance.
Formulation for Subset Sum Problem
The following set of information is used for presenting the exponential aspect and solution of alternate enumeration techniques of SSP:
1. A set of first n natural numbers. X n = {1, 2, 3 . . . n} where n is a positive integer. The set X n is also known as the Universal set. This is our problem domain. The cardinality of the set X n is n. |X n | = n 2. A set of all subsets of X n is P (X n ) = {φ, {1}, {2} . . . {1, 2 . . . n}}. It is also known as power set. The empty set is denoted as φ or {} or the null set. In this paper, we use φ for the representation. |P (X n ) | = a = 2 n 3. maxSum(n) is the sum of all elements of the universal set X n . This is the maximum possible sum for any element of P (X n ). maxSum(n) = b = (1 + 2 + 3 . . . n) = n(n+1) 2 . Sum(A) ≤ maxSum(n) = n(n+1) 2 ∀A ∈ P (X n ) 4 . Sum(A) is the sum of all elements of a set A where A belongs to power sets of X n , A ∈ P (X n ).
-We assume sum of all elements of φ as 0, Sum(φ) = 0.
-The range of Sum(A) is [0,
]. -The minimum possible sum for A, where A ∈ P (X n ), is denoted as minSum(n). 5. midSum(n) is the mid point of the range of Sum(A) where A ∈ P (X n ). Since, the maximum possible sum for power sets of X n , P (X n ) is n(n+1) 2
and minimum possible sum is 0, midSum(n) = minSum(n)+maxSum(n) 2
For simpler calculations, we consider midSum as the largest integer less than or equal to the mid point, f loor(midSum(n)) = n(n+1) 4 . 6. maxLength(n) is the count of all elements of the universal set X n . This is the maximum possible length for any element of P (X n ).
-Therefore, maxLength(n) is equal to the cardinality of set X n , defined in point-1.
-maxLength(n) = |X n | = |{1, 2 . . . n}| = n 7. Len(A) is the count of all elements of a set A where A belongs to power sets of X n , A ∈ P (X n ).
-The range of Len(A) is from 1 to n, Len(A) ∈ [1, n].
-We consider, count of all elements of subset φ as 1. Len(φ) = 1.
-Therefore, the range of Len(A) is from 1 to n. Len(A) ∈ [1, n].
-The minimum possible length for A, where A ∈ P (X n ), is denoted as minLen(n). 8. minSum(n, l) is the sum of a subset A where A ∈ P (X n ) with Len(A) = l. A is the subset of length l with minimum possible sum. Subset of length l with minimum possible sum contains first l smallest natural numbers. Therefore, minimum possible subset of length l is A = {1, 2 . . . l}. minSum(n, l) = (1 + 2 + . . . + l) = l(l+1) 2 9. maxSum(n, l) is the sum of a subset A where A ∈ P (X n ) and Len(A) = l. A is the subset of length l with maximum possible sum. Subset of length l with maximum possible sum will contain l largest natural numbers decreasing from n.
-Maximum possible subset of length l is A, A = {n, n − 1 . . . n − (l − 1)}.
-maxSum(n, l) = (n + (n − 1) + . . .
Distribution Formulae
We have analyzed the distribution of P (X n ) over sum, length and count of individual elements. We present distribution formulas and algorithms, along with example, which show definite patterns and relations among these subsets.
In table 1 , we briefly present the formula, definition, meaning, values and assumptions of all distributions which are required for design and evaluation of alternate enumeration techniques for SSP. Cardinality of a set is the number of elements of the set. These distributions are prepossessing procedures which are required for presenting our novel alternate enumeration techniques for solving SSP. The formulae are the notation developed in Section-3. In Table 1 , b denotes the maximum possible sum for any element of
Distribution Formula Meaning Value/Assumption SD SumDistribution A 2D matrix with cardinality n × b, where |X n | = n and b = n(n+1) 2
.
SD[n][S]
represents the count of all the subsets belonging to P (X n ) with sum S. Every row, SD[n], is the sum distribution for all subsets of X n where sum is S.
In this thesis, the empty set φ is counted once while calculating the sum distribution,
LD

Length-SumDistribution
A 3D matrix of cardinality n × b × n, where |X n | = n and b = n(n+1) 2
LD[n][S][l]
represents the count of all the subsets belonging to P (X n ) with sum S and length l. Every column of this matrix,
, where ∀l ∈ [0, n], is the length distribution for all subsets of X n with sum S.
Extending the previous assumptions we get,
ED[n][S]
[e] represents the count element e in all the subsets belonging to P (X n ) with sum S.
Every row, ED[n][S]
, is the element distribution for all subsets of X n with sum S.
In this thesis, we assume the count of element-φ in all subsets of P (X n ) as 0.
A zero-sum is achieved only by subset φ. 
Sum Distribution
In sum distribution, also referred as SD, we find the number of subsets which sum up to a certain integer S, where X n = {1, 2, 3 . . . n} and S ∈ [0, 1. For n = 0 and S = 0, the corresponding subset is φ. Since, zero-sum (Sum = 0) can be achieved only with subset φ and Sum(φ) is assumed to be 0, as defined in Section 3, the count of occurrence of φ-subset in P (X 0 ) is taken as 1. Therefore,
Since, zero-sum (Sum = 0) can be achieved only with subset φ, the count of occurrence of φ-subset in P (X n ) is taken as 1. Therefore,
Similar to Element Distribution (Section 4.3), we can give uniqueness and correctness proof of Sum Distribution.
Length-Sum Distribution
In length-sum distribution, we find the number of subsets of X n of length l which sum up to S where
and l ∈ [0, n]. Table 2 presents the bases cases for Length-Sum Distribution. 
Element Distribution
In Section 4.1, we have explained and explored the concept of Sum Distribution, where we count the number of subsets out of all power set P (X n ), of X n which add up to a certain number S. Let us assume, M represents such sets. We study the occurrence of each element from set X n in set M . e denotes each element of
, is defined as follows:
(n = 0) or (S = 0) or (e = 0) or (0 < S < n and e == n)
and 1 ≤ e < n and n > 2
and 1 ≤ e < n 0 otherwise
Element distribution is another prepossessing procedure required for presenting various alternate enumeration techniques especially bucket algorithms introduced in Section 5.4. Table 3 : Length-Sum Distribution for P (X 5 ) Table 4 represents the count of elements in {1, 2} and {1, 2, 3} in all subsets of X 2 and X 3 respectively which are divided based on their sums. These are the base cases. Similarly, Table 5 represents distribution of elements of X 5 in P (X 5 ), where subsets are categorized on the basis of their Sum. Element distributions of X 0 includes the count of element 0 in subset φ with Sum = 0 . We assume
For a given n, the count of element 0 in all the subsets is considered as N U LL or 0. We are not including 0 in the set of first n natural numbers. This generate
]. Also, for any value of n, a zero-sum is achieved only by subset φ which is an empty set. Therefore,
We consider values of elements distribution for P (X 0 ), P (X 1 ) and P (X 2 ) as seed values. Following are the values: . 
Let A be a subset of element (n,S,e) . Then, e will belong to A and sum of all elements of A will be greater than or equal to e. e ∈ A (7)
Since (e == n) as per the initial conditions, Equation 9 will become,
Since 0 ≤ S < n it results into a contradiction. Our assumption is false. There are no subsets which contain e and have sum less than e. Therefore, from the condition c = 0 and from Equation 9
Hence, we have proved the first part of Equation 3.
, 1 ≤ e < n and n > 2.
Proof. Let element (n,S,e) be a class of subsets which consists of all the subsets of P (X n ) which sum upto S and contain an element e, 1 ≤ e < n. Let us assume, a set A ∈ element (n,S,e) . Since (S ≥ n), then A may or may not contain element n. If n ∈ A then A − n belongs to the class of subsets of P (X n−1 ) which sum upto (S − n) and contain an element e (as presented in Equation 13 ). If n / ∈ A then, A belongs to the class of subsets of P (X n−1 ) which sum upto S and contain an element e (as presented in Equation 14) .
A ∈ element (n−1,S,e)
From Equation 13 and Equation 14, we form the set of all subsets which sum up to S and contain element e, element (n,S,e) = element (n−1,S,e) ∪ element (n−1,S−n,e) n ≤ S ≤ n(n − 1) 2 and 1 ≤ e < n
Taking cardinality on both sides of Equation 15 ,
In order to complete this proof following properties of element (n,S,e) should be proved.
1. Uniqueness: There should be no duplicate subsets in element (n,S,e) , element (n−1,S,e) ∩element (n−1,S−n,e) = φ.
Proof. element (n−1,S,e) is the set of all the subsets of P X (n−1) containing element e with sum S and element (n−1,S−n,e) is the set of all the subsets of P X (n−1) containing element e with sum (S − n). We use the method of contradiction to prove set of subsets in element (n−1,S,e) and element (n−1,S−n,e) are independent. Let us assume, subset p belongs to both element (n−1,S,e) and element (n−1,S−n,e) . Since, p ∈ element (n−1,S,e) , therefore by definition, the subset p contains element e, has elements ranging from 1 to (n − 1) and these elements sum upto S.
Similarly, as per assumption, p ∈ element (n−1,S−n,e) . Therefore by definition, the subset p contains element e, has elements ranging from 1 to (n − 1) and these elements sum upto (S − n).
From Equation 18 and Equation 19
, there is a contradiction as
p i is both S and (S − n). Since, n is a natural number, the above equations contradict our assumption that a subset p can belong to both sets element (n−1,S,e) and element (n−1,S−n,e) . Therefore, by contradiction, there is no subsets p which belongs to both sets. Hence, element (n−1,S,e) and element (n−1,S−n,e) are independent.
2. Completeness: element (n,S,e) should contain all the subsets of P (X n ) which contain element e and sum upto S.
Proof. The power set of X n , P (X n ) which contain element e and sum upto S can be divided into two parts: subsets with sum S which contain element n and subsets with sum S which do not contain element n. By definition, element (n−1,S,e) is the set of all the subsets of P X (n−1) with sum S containing element e and element (n−1,S−n,l−1) is the set of all the subsets of P X (n−1) with sum (S −n) containing element e. In Equation 15 , the union of sets element (n−1,S,e) and element (n−1,S−n,e) generates all subsets of P (X n ) with sum S containing element e. Therefore, element (n,S,e) should consists of subsets of P (X n ) with sum S containing element e.
The above two proofs are required to complete the statement:
and 1 ≤ e < n. This theorem will only be true, if sum is positive i.e. S ≥ 0
Therefore, either both n and n − 3 should be greater than 0 or both should be less than 0. Since, n cannot be negative, n ≥ 0 and n ≥ 3
Therefore,
Hence, from Equation 17 and Equation 27 we have proved the third part of Equation 3.
[e] if 0 ≤ S < n and 1 ≤ e < n.
Proof. According to Theorem 2,
Since, 0 ≤ S < n (29)
But a sum cannot be negative. Therefore, count of element e in subsets of P (X n−1 ) which sum up to S is zero,
Equation 32 proves the second part of Equation 3 .
and e == n.
Proof. Let element (n,S,e) be a class of subsets where it consist of all the subsets of P (X n ) which sum up to S and contain an element e, e == n. Let us assume A ∈ element (n,S,e) and |element (n,S,
where c ≥ 0. Since, element e belongs to set A, e ∈ A,
Sum S will result in following condition,
Let us assume S − n as S ,
From Equation 33 and Equation 38, ∀A − n ∈ element (n−1,S−n,0) ≡ element (n−1,S−n,e ) where 1 ≤ e < n (39)
∀A ∈ element (n,S−n+n,n) ≡ element (n−1,S−n,e ) where 1 ≤ e < n (40)
∀A ∈ element (n,S,n) ≡ element (n−1,S−n,e ) where 1 ≤ e < n
Taking cardinality on both sides,
|element (n−1,S−n,e ) | is the number of subsets X n−1 which sum up to (S − n) = (S − e) = (S − n) . By using the concept of sum distribution defined in Section 4.1 and Equation 43,
Equation 46 proves the fourth part of Equation 3.
and 1 ≤ e < n Proof. maxSum(n) is the sum of all elements of
, as defined in Section 3. Let us assume S = maxSum(n) − S. Since, the plot between number of subsets and sum follow a Gaussian symmetric distribution, SD [n] [S] will be equal to
There are c number of subsets which sum up to S and S . In this case, sum S is greater than the maxSum 2
(the mid point) and by using the reflection/symmetric property of the curve we can find all the values of
By using the property of second derivative test we show that f (n) is greater than 0 when S >
Therefore, ∀n ≥ 2 we can use the symmetric property and calculate half of the values by using the previously calculated values. For n = 1 values of element distribution will be covered as the part of base cases. Let sum (n,S) be a set of all the subsets of P (X n ) which sum up to S and sum (n,S ) consist of all subsets of P (X n ) which sum to S , where S = (maxSum − S). ∀A ∈ sum (n,S) and A c ∈ sum (n,S ) where A c is the complement set of A.
A
Since, U is the universal set, U = {1, 2 . . . n} and contain a single occurrence of each element e ∈ [1, n], therefore, A ∪ A c also contains a single occurrence of each element e. From Equation 57 there are c subsets in A and A c . ∀k ∈ [1, n] count of e in A and A c is 1. Let us define Count(x, y) as the count of element x in any subset or class of subsets y.
Count(e, A) + Count(e, A c ) = 1 (58)
Count(e, sum (n,S) ) + Count(e, sum (n,S ) ) = |sum (n,S) | * 1 = |sum (n,S ) | * 1
By using the definition of element distribution and Equation 47
Therefore, by putting the value of S = (maxSum(n) − S)
Equation 63 proves the last part of Equation 3.
Sum Distribution, Length-Sum Distribution and Element Distribution are used in developing alternate enumeration techniques for solving SSP. These techniques are presented in the next section.
Alternate Enumeration Techniques for Subset Sum Problem
In this paper, we propose seven approaches to find the solution for enumerating all the (2 n − 1) subsets of X n . In each approach, we choose different method for addressing the enumeration of SSP. We propose novel algorithms: Subset Generation using Sum Distribution (SDG), Subset Generation using Length-Sum Distribution (LDG), Basic Bucket Algorithm (Basic BA), Maximum and Minimum Frequency Driven Bucket Algorithms (Max FD and Min FD) and Local Search using Maximal and Minimal Subsets (LS MaxS and LS MinS) for enumerating SSP. The first approach is the backtracking algorithm. It is the naive method for solving SSP. This algorithm is used to benchmark the new proposed algorithms.
Subset Generation using Backtracking
Our aim is to find all the subsets of set X n with Sum = S. According to the exhaustive search algorithm for SSP [19] , we try to find the resulting subset by iterating through all possible 2 n solutions. But in this algorithm, we arrange the elements in an orderly fashion. The worst case time complexity for this algorithm is exponential. It is O(n × 2 n ). The space complexity for this algorithm is the size of the input, O(n). Even though backtracking is a clean and crisp algorithm for SSP, this algorithm has many drawbacks. It tries to generate all the desired subsets by checking every branch and subset. Since there can be a lot of high branches at every state of the back tracking algorithm, this leads to inefficient, multiple recursive calls and reversion to old states. It requires a large amount of time and space to reflect the changes in the system stack.
Subset Generation using Sum Distribution
We design a generator using Sum Distribution. Algorithm 1 is the pseudo-code for generating all the subsets of X n with sum S. As we know, sum distribution is recursive and uses subsets of X (n−1) to produce results for X n . We store these previous values with the help of SDG (initialized at Line 1). Extra values of SDG (SDG[i − 1]) are freed in Line 20 to minimize the space consumption. In Line 2, we iterate through smaller natural numbers. Line 3 to Line 6 define start sum, mid sum, end sum and universal set. Line 7 to Line 19 iterate through values of sum between start sum and mid sum. The desired set of subsets,
(subsets of X i with sum j), consists of all subsets of
For each of these resulting subsets, a symmetric subset of sum (end sum − j) is calculated by subtracting the subset from universal set. Line 11 to Line 18 essentially execute these steps and returns the final result at Line 22.
The value of maximum number of subsets has exponential bound, O(2 n * n −3
2 ), as described in Appendix 7. Therefore, the time complexity for (loop 3 ) at Line 14 is O(2 n * n
], time complexity of the above algorithm results to
2 ). Space complexity for the above algorithm is the size of array storing smaller subsets,
. This complexity is also exponential n * S * N o. of Subsets. Since S ∈ [0,
Algorithm 1 SDG: GeneratorUsingSumDistribution(n)
1: SDG = {} Data structure to store the generated Subsets 2: for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do 3:
start sum = 0 4:
end sum is equal to maxSum(i) 6:
universal set = {1, 2 . . . n} universal set is used to calculate the symmetric subsets 7:
for j ∈ {start sum, . . . , mid sum} do 8:
if (j == 0) then 9:
end if 11:
subset.append(i) 14:
end for 16: 
Subset Generation using Length-Sum Distribution
Along with Sum Distribution, we have established several concepts, theories and formulas for Length − Sum Distribution as well. It counts the number of subsets of X n of length l and sum S where
. The recursive equation (Equation 2) establishes the theory for the Length-Sum distribution.
In this section, we present the designed generator. Algorithm 2 is the pseudo-code for generating all the subsets of X n of length l and sum S. This distribution is recursive and uses LDG to store the previous output which is initialized at Line 1 and Line 10. The notation for LDG is different than notation of LD. We denote the count the number of subsets of X n of length l and sum S where
consists of all subsets of X i with length = j and Sum = k. In LDG notation for length and sum are reversed for easier calculations.
In Algorithm 
For each of these resulting subsets, a symmetric subset of length (i − j) and sum (end sum − k) is calculated by subtracting the subset from universal set. Line 15 to Line 23 essentially execute these steps and returns the final result at Line 28.
2 ), as described in Appendix 7. Therefore, the time complexity for (loop 4 
2 ). Space complexity for the above algorithm is the size of array storing smaller subsets, LDG[n − 1]. This complexity is also exponential n * l * S * (N o. of Subsets).
2 ).
Subset Generation using Basic Bucket Algorithm
In this section, we present a new method which generate all the subsets of X n with a particular sum. This is a greedy algorithm. The look-up table that has been used, has been explained in Section 7. It has been extensively used with this algorithm. The core idea behind this enumeration technique is to use the various distribution values that we have calculated so far, to construct all the subsets of X n which sum up to S. Given: The first concept used for Basic Bucket Algorithm is Element Distribution. We start with the exact occurrence of each element of X n in subsets of precise sum, S. This information is denoted by
The next concept used is the number of subsets, among power set of X n , where summation of all elements is S. SD[n][S] denotes such count. For this algorithm, we consider SD[n][S] as number of empty buckets. Buckets are storage data structures which are used to stack all the appropriate elements that compute the total sum S. We iterate through all elements in descending order. During each iteration, an element is assigned to one of the buckets. This method is about adding the correct element to the corresponding subset. Properties: Element distribution and below properties help us ensure the correct placement for every element.
1. An element e is added to a bucket b only if the addition results to the uniqueness among all existing elements of the bucket b. This property is followed to guarantee that the generated result is a subset and it is not a bag. A subset belongs to power sets of X n P (X n ). 2. An element e is added to a bucket b only if the addition of the element results to uniqueness amongst all the buckets. We follow this property to ensure the generation of correct number of subsets of sum S. 3. An element e is added to a bucket b only if on adding the new element, the sum of the bucket does not the exceed the desired sum S. This property allows us to create subsets of sum S.
Unfortunately, we have no rule which forces only the generation of subsets with sum S. Many subsets with sum less than S are generated during the first iteration of this technique. These subsets are called the Algorithm 2 LDG: GeneratorUsingLengthSumDistribution(n)
universal set is used to calculate the symmetric subsets 5: for i ∈ {2, . . . , n} do 6:
LDG
for j ∈ {1, . . . ,
Iterarting till mid point 10:
start sum = j(j+1) 2
12:
end sum = i * j − i(i−1) 2
13:
for k ∈ {start sum, . . . , end sum} do 14:
subset.append(i) 18:
end for 20: . All subsets are generated by applying the same technique on modified input in a greedy manner. Uniqueness: The key step in successfully generating the full desired results is to maintain an efficient and complete lookup table as described in Section 7. This lookup table which is maintained with the help of a hash function and bit vectors, not only ensures uniqueness among and within the buckets but also makes sure that all the undesired subsets of previous iterations are properly hashed. So, we do not re-generate the same undesired set in the next iteration. We need to put extra effort to preserve the state of all undesired sets from every iteration. The whole lookup table is no bigger than 2 n and every subset: desired or undesired, is stored in the form of one integer num, where num ∈ [0, 2 n ]. With the aim of preserving the count of every element from the set X n , we maintain a log table for each round of iterations. The value of log table for each element, at the start of every round is the summation of value of element distribution at the end of last iteration of previous round and the count of all these elements from buckets which do not provide a subset of desired sum.
Algorithm 3 calculates the element distribution before start of each round of Basic Bucket Algorithm. Algorithm 4 initializes the buckets at the start of the algorithm. It finds the value of x and accordingly fill the buckets with the starting elements. This method is called from Line 3 of the function Generating-
, prevW rongSubsets) from the main Algorithm 6. We find an appropriate bucket for every element based on the properties of the Basic Bucket Algorithm. Functionality is defined in Algorithm 5. While Algorithm 7 iterates though all the rounds of the bucket algorithm. All iterations of every round is implemented by the Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 3 Basic BA: GetED(n, S, T able, wrongSubsets) 1: function GetED(n, S, T able, wrongSubsets) 2:
newT able = T able 3:
for subset ∈ wrongSubsets do 4:
for ele ∈ subset do 5:
newT able[ele]+ = 1 Restoring all the ellments of wrongSubsets to the element distribution 6: end for 7:
end for 8:
Return newT able 9: end function Algorithm 4 Basic BA: InitializeBuckets(all buckets, T able, n, S , p) 1: function InitializeBuckets(all buckets, T able, n, S , p) 2: q = count of non-zero entries of T able 3:
elements = x largest integers of Xn where
Sort elements in descending order 6: bucketIndex = 1 7:
for ele in elements do 8:
Add ele in all buckets[bucketIndex] 9:
bucketIndex + + 10:
end for 11: end function For a given n and S, time complexity of the algorithm depends on the maximum number of subsets and time to find a bucket for each element placement. Since, finding the bucket is an iterative algorithm, time taken for this sub-method is also proportional to the number of subsets, SD[n] [S] . Since, the value of maximum number of subsets has exponential bound, O(2 n * n −3
2 ), as described in Appendix 7, time all buckets = p empty buckets 3:
initializeBuckets(all buckets, T able, n, S, p) Initial Step 4:
f illBuckets = T rue Flag to control implementation of the while loop 5:
while (f illBuckets is set & (|all buckets| > 0)) do 6:
f ilBuckets = F alse 7: q = count of non-zero entries of T able 8:
elements = x largest integers of Xn where T able[ele] = 0 ∀ ele ∈ elements 10:
Sort elements in descending order 11:
for ele ∈ elements do 12: b = findBucket(all buckets, ele, S) 13: if b is a bucket then When an elemnt can be inserted in a valid bucket. 14:
Add ele in bucket b 15:
f illBuckets = T rue If no element is alloted to any bucket in a full iteration. 16:
if
for bucket ∈ remaining buckets do 27: wrongSubsets+ = bucket 28:
end for 29:
Return wrongSubsets, T able 30: end function while countSubsets > 0 do 6: prevW rongSubsets, prevT able = GeneratingSubsets(n, S, countSubsets, prevT able, prevW rongSubsets) 7:
Count of Subsets to be generated in next round is same as the size of wrong no. of subsets from previous round. 8:
end while 9:
Return T rue 10: end function
. Therefore, given n and S, the time complexity to generate all the subsets is O(2 2n · n −3 ). Space complexity includes size of two storages T able and all buckets,
Subset Generation using Frequency Driven Bucket Algorithms
After the basic bucket algorithm we present two more bucket algorithms. Information used by these algorithms is same as the Basic Bucket Algorithm. While the basic bucket algorithm is iterative, the minimum or maximum frequency driven algorithms are recursive. Information required by this algorithm, properties of elements that should be followed and the measures by which we ensure uniqueness (i.e. using log and lookup tables) is same as the primitive algorithm defined in Section 5.4.
Next, we generate all twenty subsets of X 10 with Sum = 15. For both the algorithms, we select an element based on minimum or maximum frequency. In case of Minimum FD bucket algorithm, we select the maximum element with minimum frequency and recursively produce all the subsets of desired sum. For Maximum FD, we select maximum element with maximum frequency. In Table 6 , we log all the iterations for generating all twenty subsets of X 10 with Sum = 15. Following points briefly describe the working of Minimum FD bucket algorithm:
1. By following the algorithm, we select element 10. Since, ED [10] [15] [10] = 3, first iteration generates 3 subsets: {{10, 5}, {10, 4, 1}, {10, 3, 2}}. This is shown in the first row of Table 7 . All subsets are generated in eight iterations. 2. In next three iterations, we choose elements-9, 8 and 7 respectively, to generate next thirteen subsets.
This will results in production of sixteen subsets. 3. In every iteration we update the count of elements according to the resulting subsets. 4. In fifth iteration, we select element 2 and recursively generate two subsets, {{2, 6, 4, 3}, {2, 5, 4, 3, 1}}.
For maximum frequency driven bucket algorithm we select the maximum element with maximum frequency in every iteration. Table 6 and Table 7 presents the log entries and subsets corresponding to all iterations of maximum FD bucket algorithm for X 10 with sum = 15. We are generating all twenty subsets of X 10 with Sum = 15. First column represent all the iterations, second column shows the chosen element as per the frequency. Third column stores the subsets and the fourth column denotes the count of these subsets.
Elements
→ Iterations ↓ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0 th iteration 9 9 8 8 8 6 5 5 4 3 1 st iteration 8 8 7 7 7 6 5 5 4 0 2 nd iteration 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 0 0 3 rd iteration 4 4 5 4 5 4 4 0 0 0 4 th iteration 2 2 3 3 4 3 0 0 0 0 5 th iteration 2 1 2 2 3 3 0 0 0 0 6 th iteration 1 0 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 7 th iteration 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 Elements → Iterations ↓ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0 th iteration 9 9 8 8 8 6 5 5 4 3 1 st iteration 5 0 4 4 5 4 3 2 2 2 2 nd iteration 3 0 2 0 4 3 2 2 2 1 3 rd iteration 0 0 1 0 2 1 2 1 1 1 4 th iteration 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 5 th iteration 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 6 th iteration 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 7 th iteration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Algorithm and Complexities
We state the pseudo codes for solving minimum and maximum FD bucket algorithms. Algorithm 8 updates the element distribution after every iteration and is called from Algorithm 10. This update ensures that correct number of subsets are generated. In Line 5, the element count is reduced according to the answer generated so far. The main function which was defined in Algorithm 9, repeatedly calls the GeneratingSubsetsbyF DBucketAlgo function and updates following information:
1. countSubsets -No. of subsets left. 2. f ullT able -Element distribution of X n with Sum = S. 3. elements -Remaining elements which form remaining subsets. 4. elementsCovered -Elements which are not allowed or required to form remaining subsets.
Apart from these helper methods, the main functionality is presented in Algorithm 10. First we define the input for our algorithm. Line 2 is the base case of our recursive algorithm. We terminate the recursion when the desired sum S. S is less than zero or there are no elements left to generate the subsets. In Line 7 and Line 8 we find minKey and minV al pair. In case of Minimum FD algorithm (minKey, minV al) is the largest element with minimum frequency, e ∈ [1, n] where ED[n][S][e] is minimum. For maximum FD algorithm, we find (maxKey, maxV al), the largest element with maximum frequency. The pseudo code for both algorithms are similar. Therefore, only minimum FD bucket algorithm is described. The main idea behind this algorithm is to find minKey, and generate subsets of X n with Sum = [S −minKey]. This means by adding minKey to elementsCovered, in Line 10, we do not include it in future partial subsets. In Line 11, we recursively call GeneratingSubsetsbyF DBucketAlgo function with modified values. The remaining part of the code is divided in two conditions which are based on the return values from Line 11. It can either be empty or non-empty. minKey is appended to every returning subset of desiredSubsets[S − minKey] and elementsCovered are updated accordingly. In last few lines, we increase the count of ED[n][S][e] for next iteration. This step ensures that the correct subsets are created in next iteration too.
For a given n and S, time complexity of the maximum or minimum FD bucket algorithm depends on the maximum number of subsets and time taken to solve one recursion. Since, iterating through all elements is a recursive algorithm, time taken for this sub-method is also proportional to the number of subsets, SD[n][S]. Since, the value of maximum number of subsets has exponential bound, O(2 n * n −3
), as described in Appendix 7, time complexity is O(max(SD[n][S] · max(SD[n][S])
2 ) = O(2 2n · n −3 ). Therefore, for given n and S,the time complexity to generate all the subsets is O(2 2n · n −3 ). Space complexity includes size of two storages T able and desiredSubsets, O(n) + O(2 n ) = O(2 n ).
Algorithm 8 Max FD: GetED(n, S, T able, desiredSubsets)
1: function GetED(n, S, T able, desiredSubsets) 2: newT able = T able 3:
for subset ∈ desiredSubsets do 4:
newT able[ele]− = 1 Reducing count of elements according to desiredSubsets. 6: end for 7:
Return newT able 9: end function
Subset Generation using Local Search
Our next enumeration technique for subset generation is called the Local Search. Before proceeding with this algorithm, we define two new types of subsets called Maximal and Minimal subsets. They act as the starting point for the local search algorithm. while countSubsets > 0 do 7: desiredSubsets = GeneratingSubsets(n, S, countSubsets, elements, elementsCovered, f ullT able) 8:
Update f ullT able, elements, elementsCovered Reduce frequency of elements according to desiredSubsets.
10:
end while 11:
Return T rue 12: end function
Maximal and Minimal Subsets
We present a new idea to categorize subsets of a given class. First, we divide the power set of X n , P (X n ), on the basis of their sum and then further partition these subsets according to their length. We have formulated and explained this selection process in Section 4.2.
For defining maximal subset we have the set of first n natural numbers, X n , sum(S) which belongs to [0, maxSum(n)] where maxSum(n) = The key point is that not all values of A maximal,j will be greater than j th element of other subsets in A but there will surely be a subset for which first q elements are greater than rest of the subsets, where q ∈ [1, l]. In order to generate the subset A maximal for X n for a given sum S and length l, we find the smallest possible element for every position, starting from the rightmost position. This pattern of element generation will ensure largest possible elements at the start of the subset, resulting in the maximal subset. Similarly, we find the largest possible element for every position of minimal subset starting from the rightmost position which ensures the smallest possible element at the start of the subset, resulting in the desired minimal subset. Table 8 displays the maximal and minimal subsets for every sum and length pair of X 5 .
The core idea for the local search algorithm is to find all possible subsets of a particular length l and sum S where our starting subset can be a maximal or minimal subset. We find subsets by iterating over length between l min and l max where these are the minimum and maximum possible subsets of X n with sum s respectively. This is a heuristic algorithm. Next, we present a few examples to explain local search using maximal and minimal subset respectively. Maximal subset has the largest possible element at every position for a given sum S and length l. Therefore, for local search starting with the maximal subset, we begin from left most element, decrement the first permissible element followed by increment of next permissible element. On contrary, minimal subset has smallest possible element at every position for a given sum S and length l. Therefore, we begin from left most element, increment the first permissible element followed by decrement of next permissible element. Every increment or decrement consists of one unit.
1. Figure 1 shows the local search example for n = 10, sum = 21 and length = 3 where the starting subset is the maximal subset of respective length.
(a) We start with subset {6, 7, 8}. By decrementing the first permissible element 6 by 1 and incrementing third permissible element 8 by 1, we generate the second subset {5, 7, 9}. We cannot increment the second element of subset {6, 7, 8}, as on incrementing 7 by 1, we get 8 which creates duplication. In this case, 7 is a non-permissible element. if S <= 0 or |elements| == 0 then 3:
Return desiredSubsets 4:
end if 5:
while countSubsets > 0 do 7:
elements.remove(minKey) 10:
elementsCovered.add(minKey) 11: desiredSubsets = GeneratingSubsets(n, S − minKey, countSubsets , elements, elementsCovered, f ullT able) 12:
if 2. Figure 2 presents the local search example for n = 10, sum = 21 and length = 3 where the starting subset is the minimal subset of respective length.
(a) We start with subset {2, 9, 10}. By incrementing the first permissible element 2 by 1 and decrementing the second permissible element 9 by 1, we generate the second subset {3, 8, 10}. We can not decrement the third element of subset {2, 9, 10}, as on decreasing 10 by 1, we get 9 which leads to duplication. In this case, 10 is a non-permissible element. (b) Next, we generate subsets :{{4, 7, 10}, {4, 8, 9}} from subset {3, 8, 10}. (c) By following the same procedure, we generate all desired subsets of X 10 with sum 21 and length 3 from a single minimal set, A minimal . 3. While generating a subset using Local Search Algorithm, we ensure that the sum of subset is equal to the desired target sum S, the subset do not contain duplicates and there is uniqueness among the subsets. Uniqueness among and within these subset is ensured by using lookup technique introduced in Section 7. This establishes the correctness of the Local Search Algorithms using Maximal and Minimal Subsets. 4. Since we know the count of all subsets of X n with Sum = S and Length = l, we generate all the subsets and this approach is concluded only when all desired subset results are achieved. This establish the completeness of the Local Search Algorithms using Maximal and Minimal Subsets. Local Search using Maximal Subset: Algorithm 11 presents a procedure to generate all subsets of X n with particular sum S and length l where the seed subset is the maximal subset, A maximal . We begin from the left most element, decrement the first permissible element followed by increment of next permissible element. Each increment or decrement consists of one unit. In Algorithm 11, we use a queue data structure to store all the resulting subsets, including maximal subset. We can iterate all the subsets in FCFS manner via these method. We check the uniqueness among the subsets by using the concept of lookup table as defined in Section 7. A subset is pushed in the queue only if its unique. This algorithm is terminated when all the subsets are generated.
Local Search using Minimal Subset: Algorithm 12 represents a procedure to generate all subsets of X n with particular sum S and length l where the seed subset is the minimal subset, A minimal . We begin from left most element, increment the first permissible element followed by decrement of next permissible element. Every increment or decrement consists of one unit. Algorithm 12 uses the same queue data structure and checks the uniqueness among the subsets by using the concept of lookup table as Algorithm 11. This algorithm is terminated when all subsets are generated.
Complexities: Time complexity of these algorithms is complexity of while loop × complexity of for loop, i.e., maximum no. of subsets * length of each subset. The complexity of the length of each subset variable is O(n) but the time complexity of maximum no. of subsets variable is exponential. This makes the algorithm exhaustive. Time complexity is O(2
). The space complexity for these algorithms is equal to the size of storage queue i.e. maximum no. of subsets * length of each subset. The time complexity is similar. The complexity of the Length of each subset variable is O(n) but the space complexity of maximum no. of subsets variable is exponential, O(
Algorithm 11 LS MaxS: Local Search for Maximal Subset
queue.push(maximalSet) 4:
while allSubsetsGenerated > 0 do 6: reqSet = queue.pop() 7:
reqSet[i]− = 1 First decrementing the element by 1 10: decrement = T rue 11:
end if 12:
for j = i + 1; j ≤ l; j + + do 13: 
Experimental Results
This section presents the experiments that we have conducted to validate the efficiency and effectiveness of all the proposed algorithms.
Algorithm 12 LS MinS: Local Search for Minimal Subset
minimalSet =minimalSubset(n, s, l) 3:
queue.push(minimalSet) 4:
reqSet[i]+ = 1 First incrementing the element by 1 10: increment = T rue 11:
Summary of Alternate Enumeration Techniques
Following table summarizes all the alternate enumeration techniques to solve SSP.
Problem Statement: Find all subsets of P (X n ) which sum up to S, where X n is the set of first n natural numbers, X n = {1, 2 . . . n} Algorithm Core Idea Time Complexity Space Complexity Backtracking Algorithm (Naive) (section-5.1)
It is an improved and systematic brute force approach for generating various subsets with Sum = S. We iterate through all 2 n solutions in an orderly fashion.
This algorithm is a recursive generator based on the concept of Sum Distribution and uses subsets of X (n−1) to produce results for X n . Subsets of X n with Sum = S are generated by subsets of X n−1 with Sum = (S − n).
This algorithm is a recursive generator based on the concept of Length-Sum Distribution and uses subsets of X (n−1) to produce results for X n . Subsets of X n with (Sum = S, Length = l) are generated by subsets of X n−1 with (Sum = S − n, Length = l − 1).
The basic idea behind this enumeration technique is to use the various distribution values. We consider SD[n][S] number of empty buckets, storage data structures, and iterate through all elements in descending order. During each iteration an element is assigned to one of the buckets. This method is about adding the correct element to the corresponding subset. This is an iterative algorithm.
Information used by this recursive algorithm is same as the basic bucket algorithm. Instead of choosing elements in descending order, we select maximum element with maximum frequency to generate all SD[n][S] number of subsets of X n with Sum = S.
This algorithm is contrary to maximum FD bucket algorithm. Information used by this is also similar to the basic bucket algorithm. We select maximum element with minimum frequency to generate all SD[n][S] number of subsets of X n with Sum = S.
This heuristic algorithm finds all desired subsets by choosing the maximal subset as the seed. Maximal subset has the largest possible element at every position for a given sum(S) and length(l). Therefore, we begin from left most element, decrement the first permissible element followed by increment of next permissible element. Every increment or decrement consists of one unit.
O(
This heuristic algorithm also finds all desired subsets by choosing the minimal subset as the seed (starting point). Minimal subset has smallest possible element at every position for a given sum(S) and length(l). Therefore, we begin from left most element, increment the first permissible element followed by decremental of next permissible element. Every increment or decrement consists of one unit. Table 9 : Summary of the core concepts and ideas of all the alternate enumeration techniques to solve subset sum problem. First column introduces every algorithm, second column presents the core idea behind the algorithm and the last two columns states their time and space complexities.
2 n √ n ) O( 2 n √ n )
Experimental Setup
We have carried out various sets of experiments on an i7-2600 machine with 64GB of RAM to compare and analyze the performance of our algorithms under various considerations. We define the experimental setup and measuring parameters before comparing the performances. Due to symmetric property of SSP, we choose random sum values in lower part of the sum range i.e. S ≤ midSum(n). In Figure 3 , we show different plots for number of subsets of X n for various sums. These figures help us estimate the problem space for generating results of alternate enumeration techniques. We select the value of S as 2n to show the behavior of number of subsets of X n with sum S when S has the complexity O(n). Similarly, we choose the value of S as midSum(n) − n because the number of subsets of X n with this sum are in order of O(midSum(n)). This upper bound of the Sum Distribution
is explained in Appendix 7. Table 10 presents the count of number of subsets X n with S = 2n and S = (
− n). This table gives an estimate of the values plotted in Figure 3 . Figure 3(a, c) plot the number of subsets of X n with (n ∈ [1, 250], S = 2n) and (n ∈ [1, 50], S = (
− n)) respectively. Figure 3(b, d) plot the log to the base 10 of number of subsets of X n with (n ∈ [1, 250], S = 2n) and (n ∈ [1, 50], S = (
− n)) respectively. Since the values of number of subsets for a particular S increases exponentially with n, we have plotted Figure 3(b, d) by using the logarithmic function. This helps in approximating the size of the problem space. Table 10 : Count of number of subsets X n with S = 2n and S = (
− n) respectively.
Excess Subset Generation Analysis
Given X n and a sum S, we know how many subsets of X n have sum S. This value is SD[n][S]. For each algorithm, in order to generate these SD [n] [S] subsets we may explore few extra subsets of X n whose sum not equal to S. In naive backtracking method, at every step of subset generation we either include or exclude an element. This creates a recursive tree and a branch is terminated when the current sum exceeds the target. This way we explore more subsets than desired sum. Similarly, in rest of the alternate enumeration techniques in order to generate all subsets of X n with sum S, we explore more subsets than desired number of subsets. In this analysis we measure this extra exploration. In Table 11 we present the ratios of subsets explored to total number of subsets of X n with sum S i.e. SD[n][S]. The first three columns of this table states (n, S) pair and the value of SD[n][S] for all these pairs. The remaining eight columns denote the ratio of explored subsets to the number of subsets in the final solution for all eight alternate enumeration techniques. With every ratio we also represent the time taken by the algorithm to generate the solution set. For every value of n and S, we bold the least ratio and least time taken by an algorithm.
Following observations can be made based on the data presented in Table 11: 1. For a given value of n and S, desired ratio is a fraction of the number of subsets to be generated to the total number of subsets of X n with Sum S i.e. SD[n][S]. For example, n = 12 and S = 24, the number of subsets of X 12 with Sum = 24 are 67. Therefore, the value of SD [12] [24] = 67. 2. Every column corresponding to a given algorithm presents the ratio of number of subsets explored to generate the desired subsets to the total number of subsets of X n with sum S. For example for naive algorithm, given n = 12 and S = 24, the number of subsets explored for generating all subsets of X 12 with Sum = 24 are 737. Therefore, the desired ratio for these values is:
737 67 = 11. 3. The ratio for all algorithms should be greater than the desired ratio. If not, then it implies that complete result has not been generated. In this table for a given n and S, the ratio for all algorithms is greater − n) with logarithmic base 10 where n ∈ [1, 50] . than the desired ratio. This observation and the correctness of these algorithms ensure the completeness of the results. 4. Naive algorithm explores most number of subsets in order to generate the desired subsets. Naive is the worst performing enumeration technique compares to all our proposed algorithms. This shows that all our alternate enumeration techniques perform better than the benchmark algorithm. 5. Ratios of LS MaxS and LS MinS are closer to the desired ratio for a given n and S. Table 18 of Section 6.4. (d) SDG explores more subsets than LDG but it performs better than naive. While naive implementation involves a recursive tree based on the inclusion and exclusion of an element at every step, SDG builds the subset by using the exact formula defined in Section 4. (e) Given n = 12 and S = 24, the number of subsets explored by SDG are 214 and ratio is for all these pairs. The remaining eight columns denote subsets explored ratio for all eight alternate enumeration techniques. With every ratio we also represent the time taken by the algorithm to generate the solution set. The least ratio and least time taken for every n and S are presented in bold.
Comparative Analysis of Enumeration Algorithms
In this section, we present the time taken by various enumeration techniques under different conditions. Experiments defined in this section are categorized based on the range of input sum value corresponding to the set of natural numbers X n . Given X n , Sum(A) belonging to the range [0, maxSum(n)] = [0,
] where A ∈ P (X n ). Choosing different values of sum between 0 to maxSum(n) is the core idea behind these experiments. Table 12 
For this experiment we randomly choose sum S 2 from a larger range and calculate the time taken by all the algorithms to generate subsets of X n with Sum = S 2 . For every values of n, this larger range varies from midSum(n) − n to midSum(n) i.e. ∀n S 2 ∈ [midSum(n) − n, midSum(n)].
Basic BA, Max FD, Min FD, LS MaxS, LS MinS 
CA-FSV
In this experiment instead of choosing random vales of S for every algorithm against every n, we fix few pairs of (n, S 1 ) and (n, S 2 ) for all the algorithms where S 1 = 2 * n and S 2 = midSum(n) − n Basic BA, Max FD, Min FD, LS MaxS, LS MinS, LDG, SDG . This experiment helps us in analyzing the performance of SDG and LDG algorithms against Naive (backtracking) algorithm. In this experiment we enumerate all 2 n subsets of X n SDG, LDG, Naive 
]. This is the time taken by these algorithms to enumerate each and every subset. Figure 4 : Plot of SDG, LDG and Naive algorithm while enumerating all 2 n subsets of X n for every value of sum S in range [0,
]. show that our alternate enumeration techniques performs better than the existing algorithms. Using nave algorithm, we are not able to generate all the subset above n equal to or greater than 24. This limits the execution. But LDG and SDG can easily be computed till n = 34 in less than 40 minutes.
These timings are implementation and machine dependent. The above results show that even though some algorithms explore fewer extra subsets but they take more time due to lack of efficient implementation, storage and memory constraint. ]. This is the time taken by these algorithms to enumerate each and every subset in CA-SLN. ]. This graph plots time taken by these algorithms to enumerate each and every subset in CA-SLN.
Subset Sum Problem, also referred as SSP, is a well-known important problem in computing, cryptography and complexity theory. We extended the traditional SSP and suggested various alternate enumeration techniques. Instead of finding one subset with target sum, we find all possible solution of SSP. Therefore, for X = {5, 4, 9, 11} and S = 9, the solution to our version of SSP is both {5, 4} and {9}. We confined our problem domain by considering first n natural numbers as set X n . In other words, we enumerate all (2 n − 1) power set of a set.
We have analyzed the distribution of P (X n ) over sum, length and count of individual elements. We introduced four types of distributions: Sum Distribution, Length Distribution, Length-Sum Distribution and Element Distribution. We extended the concept by explaining their formulae and algorithms, along with illustrations, which showed a definite pattern and relations among these subsets. These distributions are prepossessing procedures for various alternate enumeration techniques for solving SSP.
We developed Backtracking Algorithm (Naive) algorithm. It is an improved and systematic brute force approach for generating various subsets with Sum = S. Instead of searching exhaustively elements are selected systematically. We iterate through all 2 n solutions in this an orderly fashion. The inputs for this algorithm are the set of first n natural numbers X n and Sum = S. Time and space complexities for this algorithm are O(n × 2 n ) and O(n) respectively. We have proposed Subset Generator using Sum Distribution(SDG). This algorithm is a recursive generator based on the concept of Sum Distribution and uses subsets of X (n−1) to produce results for X n . This algorithm uses the formula defined in Equation 1. This algorithm is executed using dynamic programming. Subsets of X n with Sum = S are generated by subsets of X n−1 with Sum = S and Sum = (S − n). Time and space complexities for this algorithm are O(2 n * n 3 2 ) and O(2 n * n 3 2 ) respectively. We have proposed Subset Generator using Length-Sum Distribution (LDG). This algorithm is a recursive generator based on the concept of Length-Sum Distribution and uses subsets of X (n−1) to produce results for X n . This algorithm uses the formula defined in Equation 2. This algorithm is executed using dynamic programming. Subsets of X n with (Sum = S, Length = l) are generated by subsets of X n−1 with (Sum = S, Length = l) and (Sum = S − n, Length = l − 1). Time and space complexities for this algorithm are O(2 n * n 5 2 ) and O(2 n * n 5 2 ) respectively. We have also proposed Basic Bucket Algorithm (Basic BA). The basic idea behind this enumeration technique is to use the various distribution values. We consider SD[n][S] number of empty buckets, storage data structures, and iterate through all elements in descending order. It uses the value of Element Distribution for generating all the desired subsets. During each iteration an element is assigned to one of the buckets. This method is about adding the correct element to the corresponding subset. This is a greedy algorithm. This method uses the concept of lookup table explained in Section 7 and ensures uniqueness among and within the subsets. Time and space complexities for this algorithm are O(2 2n · n −3 ) and O(2 n ) respectively. Next, we have extended the concept of Basic Bucket Algorithm (Basic BA) to propose two new bucket algorithms: Maximum Frequency Driven Bucket Algorithm (Max FD) and Minimum Frequency Driven Bucket Algorithm (Min FD). Information used by these recursive algorithms are same as the basic bucket algorithm. For Max FD, instead of choosing elements in descending order, we select maximum element with maximum frequency to generate all SD[n][S] number of subsets of X n with Sum = S. For Min FD we select maximum element with minimum frequency to generate all SD[n][S] number of subsets of X n with Sum = S. These methods use the concept of lookup table explained in Section 7 and ensure uniqueness among and within the subsets. Time and space complexities for this algorithm are O(2 2n · n −3 ) and O(2 n ) respectively.
We have proposed two more algorithms Local Search using Maximal Subset (LS MaxS) and Local Search using Minimal Subset (LS MinS). Maximal and Minimal Subsets are a new idea for categorizing subsets of a given class. First, we divide the power set of X n , P (X n ), on the basis of their sum and then further partition these subsets according to their length. LS MaxS is a heuristic algorithm. It finds all the desired subsets by choosing the maximal subset as the seed. Maximal subset has largest possible element at every position for a given sum(S) and length(l). Therefore, we begin from left most element, decrement the first permissible element followed by increment of next permissible element. LS MinS is also a heuristic algorithm also finds all desired subsets by choosing the minimal subset as the seed. Minimal subset has the smallest possible element at every position for a given sum(S) and length(l). Therefore, we begin from left most element, increment the first permissible element followed by decremental of next permissible element. Every increment or decrement consists of one unit. Time and space complexities for this algorithm are O( This work can be extended in following ways:
1. By amortizing and combining different set of sums as one input set. Instead of running one sum at a time, we can group the sum values for running various alternate enumeration techniques. This will save the execution time by avoiding recalculations of subsets for smaller ranges. 2. Additionally, we can reduce the execution time of alternate enumeration techniques. These techniques are implementation and machine dependent. These timings are also data structure dependent. As part of future work, we would like to explore more data structures and more powerful machines to reduce the running times furthermore. 3. We have seen that the Local Search algorithm using Maximal or Minimal Subset comparatively explores less number of extra subsets and have better execution time than bucket algorithms. We can enhance this algorithm by using element distribution to limit the heuristic search, by finding different starting points and applying better distance formula for traversing through the solution space.
